I. INTRODUCTION
The Riemann Hypothesis (RH) that all non-trivial zeros of the function ζ(s) lie on the critical line (s) = (σ + it) = 1/2 is widely regarded as one of the most important and difficult unsolved problems in mathematics 1 . The Generalised Riemann Hypothesis (GRH)
that non-trivial zeros of Dirichlet L functions with integer characters also lie on the critical line has also been widely investigated. The results we present below consist of a number of numerical and analytic investigations of a particular case of the GRH, pertaining to the most important double sum of the Epstein zeta type:
where the sum over the integers p 1 and p 2 runs over all integer pairs, apart from (0, 0), as indicated by the superscript prime. The quantity λ corresponds to the period ratio of the rectangular lattice, and s is an arbitrary complex number. For λ 2 an integer, this is an Epstein zeta function, but for λ 2 non-integer we will refer to it as a lattice sum over the rectangular lattice. Many results connected with lattice sums of this and more general forms have been collected in the recent book Lattice Sums Then and Now 2 , hereafter denoted LSTN. For λ = 1, the sum (1) takes a simple form for which the GRH is applicable:
using the notation of Zucker and Robertson 3 for Dirichlet L functions. For λ = 1, in general S 0 (λ, s) will have non-trivial zeros off the critical line, as was discussed in a previous article 4 (hereafter referred to as I). The discussion given in a second recent paper 5 which we build on here coupled two functions previously studied, denoted as T − (s) 6 and T + (s) 7, 8 , with three new analytic functions, K(1, 1; s), K(0, 0; s) and K λ (0, 0; s). It was shown there that K(0, 0; s)
has zeros both off and on the critical line, while we show here by an asymptotic argument that K λ (0, 0; s) has all its zeros on the critical line. In the second paper 5 combinations of K(1, 1; s) and K(1, 1; 1 − s) were constructed, denoted by U K (1, 1; s) and V K (1, 1; s), and it was shown that all zeros of S 0 (s; 1) corresponded to the condition U K (1, 1; s) = −1, or, equivalently, V K (1, 1; s) = −1.
The aim of this paper is to extend the discussion of the second paper 5 in such a way as to establish a one-to-one correspondence between zeros of S 0 (s; 1) on the critical line and those of a function L(s) previously studied by Lagarias and Suzuki 8 , and shown to have all its zeros on the critical line. In fact, one can show that the distribution function of the zeros of L(s) is the same as that of T − (s) and T + (s), with the latter corresponding to any specific value of the function arg ζ(1+2it), known to be monotonic in t for t not small 7 .In this paper, we will concentrate on the case of the square lattice (λ = 1), but will also use results from I 4 and II 5 in the limit as λ → 1, particularly in defining the function K λ (0, 0; s). While the variety of functions used in the analysis may be at first sight daunting, it demonstrates that the context of double sums and rectangular lattices is richer than that of single sums like that in the Riemann zeta function, and that this greater richness offers extra opportunities for the development of analytic and asymptotic arguments relating to the RH and the GRH.
The results in this paper and in its predecessors have been obtained on the basis of extensive numerical investigations, but in the interests of brevity we refer interested readers to papers I and II for graphical and tabular data. It should be stressed that it is not overly difficult for the expressions presented below to be implemented in appropriate symbolic software by those interested in their own explorations of the geometric contexts and arguments we describe.
Bogomolny and Leboeuf 9 have discussed the distribution and separation of zeros for S 0 (s; 1), finding that the product form (2) of this basic sum resulted in a distribution of zeros with higher probability of smaller gaps than for individual Dirichlet L functions. Numerical investigations of the distribution and separation of zeros of more general Epstein zeta functions have been discussed by Hejhal 10 , and by Bombieri and Hejhal 11 . Such investigations are difficult for large t even on the most powerful available computers, due to the number of terms required in the most convenient general expansion for the functions (see Section 2) and the degree of cancellation between terms.
Section 2 contains essential results from paper II, both in their form for general λ and for λ = 1. These are used in Sections 3 and 4 to prove significant results for double sums, including the division of the complex s plane into extended regions (running from σ = −∞ to σ = ∞), discrete island regions (with bounded variation in σ and t) and inner island regions within the latter. The most important result is that all zeros of S 0 (s; 1) not lying on the boundaries between island and inner island regions must lie on the critical line. Section 5 considers the properties of the zeros and poles of the function V K (1, 1; s), which within island regions must all lie on the critical line. Sufficient information is provided by the ordering of these zeros and poles to indicate in specific cases that zeros of S 0 (s; 1) must lie on the critical line. The specific cases considered encompass all those known to occur at this stage.
II. RECTANGULAR AND SQUARE LATTICE SUMS
The double sums we consider are, for the rectangular lattice, analytic in the complex variable s, and depend on the real parameter λ. They reduce to sums for the square lattice when λ tends to unity. For brevity of notation, we will sometimes omit the parameter λ when it takes the value unity. We will also indicate the partial derivative with respect to λ by attaching this symbol as a subscript to the function name.
Connected to the double sum (1) is a general class of MacDonald function double sums for rectangular lattices:
For λ ≥ 1 and the (possibly complex) number s small in magnitude, such sums converge rapidly, facilitating numerical evaluations. (The sum gives accurate answers as soon as the argument of the MacDonald function exceeds the modulus of its order by a factor of 1.3 or so.) The double sums satisfy the following symmetry relation, obtained by interchanging p 1 and p 2 in the definition (3):
The lowest order sum K(0, 0; s; λ) occurs in the representation of S 0 (s; λ) due to Kober 12 :
Here ξ 1 (s) is the symmetrised zeta function. In terms of the Riemann zeta function, (5) is
A fully symmetrised form of (5) (symmetric under both s → 1 − s and λ → 1/λ) is:
where
Note that T + (1 − s; λ) = T + (s; λ) and K(0, 0; 1 − s; λ) = K(0, 0; s; λ), so that the left-hand side of equation (7) must then be unchanged under replacement of s by 1 − s. The lefthand side is also unchanged under replacement of λ by 1/λ, so the same is true for the sum of the two terms on the right-hand side, although in general it will not be true for them individually. The symmetry relations for S 0 (s; λ) then are
From the equations (9), if s 0 is a zero of S 0 (s; λ) then
Another interesting deduction from (7) relates to the derivative of S 0 (λ, s 0 ) with respect to λ:
so that
Combining (7) and (9), we arrive at a general symmetry relationship for K(0, 0; s; λ):
This identity holds for all values of s and λ. One use of it is to expand about λ = 1, which gives identities for the partial derivatives of K(0, 0; s; λ) with respect to λ, evaluated at λ = 1. The first of these is
All three functions occurring in (15) are even under s → 1 − s.
By analogy to the equation (8) we define:
This function is odd under s → 1 − s. For it, the analogue to equation (15) is
It is known [6] [7] [8] 13, 14 that T + (s; λ) and T − (s; λ) have all their zeros on the critical line if λ ≤ 1 and t > 3.9125. This can be easily seen from the properties of the function
which has modulus smaller than unity to the right of the critical line (where its numerator has its zeros) and greater than unity to its left (where its denominator has its zeros) for t > 3.9125. By contrast, K(0, 0; s) has zeros both on the critical line and off it 15 . Also, The modulus of the right-hand side is smaller than unity for σ > 1/2, and larger than unity for σ < 1/2.) Similarly, L − (s) has all its zeros on the critical line. Ki 7 has proved that the argument of U(1/2 + it) is a monotonic decreasing function as t increases, provided that t > 7. He has also shown that its t derivative is asymptotically −2 log(t).
Lagarias and Suzuki
In addition to the function U(s), we will employ a closely associated function
V(s) is purely imaginary on the critical line and U(s) has modulus unity there. The zeros and poles of V(s) all lie on the critical line, and all are simple. The fixed points of the transformation (19) are V(s) = U(s) = ±i, and its normal form is
III. PROPERTIES RELATED TO K(1, 1; s; λ)
The recurrence relations for MacDonald functions give rise to those for the double sums:
and
These may be used to construct operators which raise n and lower m, or raise n and raise m, respectively:
From (24) we have
The symmetric and antisymmetric parts of K(1, 1; s; λ) are
It is useful to define
From equations (26,27),
From equations (29) and (30), we have the symmetry relations
In what follows, we will abbreviate the notation for the sums K and their λ derivatives by suppressing the entry for the geometric parameter λ when it takes the value unity. We will do the same for S 0 (s; λ). From equations (26, 27, 7) we find:
Let us define a symmetrised form of S 0 (s):
Then, putting λ = 1 in equation (7), we havẽ
We also have from equation (15):
These last two equations may be re-expressed in a form suitable for computations, giving the MacDonald function sums in terms of functions readily available in symbolic packages and multiple precision libraries:
By contrast with direct summation of the initial form (3), the forms (36) and (37) are well adapted to efficient use when |s| >> 1.
We have then as a consequence of the equations (33,34): Theorem 1. IfS 0 (s 0 ) = 0 for s 0 off the critical line, then none of the following can be zero: From equations (30), (36) and (37),
We have also
in which case s 0 must lie on the critical line, or S 0 (s 0 ) = 0.
Proof. At a zero s 0 of S 0 (s), we have from (38) that
Also, from (39) and (18),
Suppose now that U K (1, 1; s 0 )/U(s 0 ) = −1. Then from equations (28) and (19) ,
so that V K (1, 1; s 0 )/V(s 0 ) = −1. This argument also works in the reverse direction.
Then from (30) and (7),
This can also be written as
Hence (17) We next consider that behaviour of U K (1, 1; s) in the complex plane for t not small.
The theorem which follows shows that this function well away from the critical line has the opposite behaviour to U(s). The latter is smaller than unity in magnitude to the right of the critical line, and larger in magnitude than unity to the left of it. The former has magnitude which increases without bound for σ moving well to the right of the critical line, and tends towards zero as σ moves well to the left of the critical line.
Theorem 4. The function U K (1, 1; s) has "island" regions symmetric under s → 1 − s, defined by boundaries in σ > 1/2 inside which its modulus is less than unity, and outside which it is greater than unity. It has monotonic argument variation around each side of island regions surrounding intervals of the critical line.
Proof. We have from equation (32) the expansion
Using the asymptotic expansion for Γ(s + 1/2)/Γ(s) when |t| >> 1,
We assume t and σ − 1/2 are sufficiently large so the second term in the numerator is negligible compared with the first, and that in the denominator the series for the product ζ(s)L −4 (s) and for ζ(2s) may be used. We then obtain the following approximation from (46):
This shows that |U K (1, 1; s)| → ∞ as |s| → ∞ in σ >> 1/2. Hence, regions with On the island boundary in σ > 1/2, |U K (1, 1; s)| goes from smaller than unity in the island to larger than unity outside it, and so by the Cauchy-Riemann equations its argument must increase around the boundary in the direction of increasing t. Since the argument of this function is even under s → 1 − s, it must also increase around the left boundary as t increases. On the critical line within the island region, the argument increases as t decreases.
A convenient criterion for deciding whether an interval on the critical line is in an extended region or an island region is that
and is positive in an extended region (or in an enclave region-see below).
In paper II, figures and tables show the behaviour of the various functions just discussed in the region of three islands, one for t small (around 13), the next for t around 355 and the third for t around 8290. For the second and third cases, the island includes several In addition to (39) and (38), we have for the derivatives with respect to s:
Hence, at a zero s 0 ofS 0 (s):
For s on the critical line,
Hence, for s 0 on the critical line,
Remark 3: We know that all zeros ofS 0 (s) in extended regions or enclaves lie on the critical line. From equation (54), we then also know that all these zeros are simple, since the argument derivatives with respect to t of U K and U there have opposite signs (with the latter being non-zero).
Returning to the equations (41) We define
Then the boundaries between inner and outer islands are given by |F(s)| = 1. In terms of argument derivatives on the critical line, then the respective conditions for the extended (or enclave) regions, outer island regions and inner island regions are
We can strengthen Remark 3, as follows. The argument of F(s) increases monotonically round the boundary of each inner island, so the condition just enunciated is also equivalent to the requirement that |F(s)| = 1 and arg F(s) = π only hold simultaneously on the critical line.
Number the inner islands with an integer m, and let the mth inner island segment on the critical line run from t Proof. Given an inner island m, it has at least one point with t > t 
V. THE GEOMETRIC FRAMEWORK FOR V K (1, 1; s)/V(s)
We now consider the properties of the poles and zeros of V K (1, 1; s)/V(s), and investigate what may be learned concerning the connection between the zeros of L(s) and S 0 (s).
From the definitions (19) and (30), we have 1; s) ) .
(59)
The inverse relationships to (58) and (59) are
and 1; s) ) .
(61)
Theorem 6. Within an island region (but outside enclaves) the following properties hold: Proof. Consider an island of bounded extent, say I * , not including a segment of the critical line. Then it has no zeros of K λ (0, 0, s) either within it or on its boundary. We may take I * to lie in σ > 1/2, there being its image in σ < 1/2 under s → 1 −s.
On the boundary of I * , U K (1, 1; s) has modulus unity, while V K (1, 1; s) is purely imaginary.
On the boundary of I * and within it, V K (1, 1; s) can not have poles. Within I * U K (1, 1; s)
must have a mixture of poles and zeros. Indeed, if it had none of either, it would have to be constant, while if it had only poles or only zeros, its argument on the boundary of I * would vary monotonically through a multiple of 2π, thus passing through U K (1, 1; s) = −1, and requiring V K (1, 1; s) to have a pole.
As U K (1, 1; s) is required to have a mixture of poles and zeros within I * , there must exist there lines of unit modulus. These must close around individual poles or zeros (while possibly including a segment of the boundary of I * ). We then have other internal islands to which we can apply the same argument. As there can only be a finite number of poles or zeros within I * , this gives a contradiction.
In discussing the location of zeros and poles of V K (1, 1; s) and of V(s), and their relationship to the zeros of L(s) and of S 0 (s), we will adopt the notation that zeros of functions are indicated by an abbreviated function symbol. Thus, if an interval of the critical line, zeros of the three functions K λ (0, 0; s), T − (s) and L(s) occur in that order as t increases, we will denote that as (K λ , T − , L) and if a zero of T + (s) precedes that of K(0, 0; s) we will denote that as (T + , K). We will further refine the notation by using round brackets for inner island intervals, square brackets for enclave intervals, and bra-ket brackets for the remaining intervals within islands.
Using these conventions, the eleven intervals in the island around t = 355 of paper II are denoted:
These structures can be understood with the aid of asymptotic analysis, for t not small, with its results confirmed for small t by numerical validation.
Theorem 7.
Inside islands, zeros of L(s) occur in the two structures:
while within an enclave a zero of K(0, 0; s) occurs as well. Consequently, there is a one-to-one mapping between zeros on the critical line of K λ (0, 0; s), T − (s) and L(s).
As arg U(1/2+it) monotonically decreases as t increases 7 , then T − (1/2+it) = 0 will precede L(1/2 + it) = 0 by an amount which decreases as t increases.
, while the leading order term for the latter is
Hence, zeros of L(s) are close to poles of V K (1, 1; s), i.e. to zeros of K λ (0, 0; s) on the critical line. We next expand argument functions by linear approximations:
where the slope α U is always positive in t > 7/2, while the slope α Kλ is positive in islands but not in enclaves, and is negative in enclaves and between islands. Hence,
We now require that V K (1, 1; 1/2 + it)/V(1/2 + it) = −1 when t = t L , and solve to obtain
Hence, if α Kλ is positive, then knowing the left-hand side in (66) is positive, t L > t Kλ (islands, but not enclaves), while if α Kλ is negative, t L < t Kλ (between islands and also in enclaves).
We can also be more specific about the order of zeros and poles within islands. Rewrite (66) as
Now, in islands, the intervals between inner islands are those in which arg U(1/2 + it) decreases more rapidly as t increases than does arg U K (1, 1; 1/2 + it), while inside inner islands the latter decreases more rapidly than the former. Hence, between inner islands (67) 
Three examples of triples in the region of the critical line following t = 355 are given in Fig. 1 . Of the five occurrences of triples in this island, those in Fig. 1(a) ,(b) occur once, while that in Fig. 1(c) occurs three times.
in an island region having N E enclaves. Then
Proof. Let Γ 1+ and Γ 2+ denote the boundary of the contour bounding the island in σ ≥ 1/2, including a segment of the critical line and excluding all enclave regions, and the same contour in σ ≥ 1/2 and including all enclave regions. We apply the Argument Principle to
, giving a change of argument round this contour of 2πN Z (U K ), so that for N Z (U).
An example of an island having no zero of U(s) within it may be found near t = 116.
The island contains zeros of U K (1, 1; s), T − (s) and L(s). It does not contain a zero of T + (s).
Corollary 4. Any island having no enclaves has all its zeros of S 0 (s) on the critical line.
Proof. We have an island having an arbitrary number of zeros N Z (U), but with N E = 0.
The island begins and ends with intervals of the critical line not corresponding to an inner island, since the island begins and ends where arg U K (1, 1; 1/2 + it) changes from increasing with t to decreasing. For an inner island, it must decrease more rapidly than arg U(1/2 + it).
We need only prove that inner islands not having L ( single first-order zero between them; in the second case, the function has passed from above -1 to below it, and is constrained to have a value tending towards positive infinity. 
intersects the continuous curves at three points: the first and third denote zeros of L(s), and the second denotes a zero of S 0 (s).
Corollary 5. Any island having a single enclave within it has all its zeros of S 0 (s) on the critical line.
Proof. We consider the case of an enclave with the structure K, T − , L, K λ occurring first, followed by the two T + , T − alternatives and K λ , T − , L. Schematic graphs for the two alternatives are given in Fig. 3 . The zero of S 0 (s) occurs on the critical line just to the left of the singularity corresponding to T + (s) = 0 in the first alternative, and just to its right in the second. In the first case, the zero of S 0 (s) is constrained in its location by being above a pole coming from negative infinity and below a zero. In the second case, the function first passes through a zero going negative and second has a pole at negative infinity, constraining it to pass through the value -1.
We next consider the case of a structure K, T − , L, K λ occurring first, followed by the two Corollary 6. Any island having two or more enclaves within it has all its zeros of S 0 (s) on the critical line.
Proof. Given Corollaries 4 and 5, the only additional situation we need to consider is that of an interval bounded by two enclaves. Schematic graphs for the two alternatives for the 
The dashed line intersects the continuous curves at three points: the first and third denote zeros of L(s), and the second denotes a zero of S 0 (s). interval between the enclaves are given in Fig. 5 . Note that the second enclave must have the zero of K(0, 0; s) at its end rather than at its beginning, to ensure graphical consistency.
In both cases, the single zero of S 0 (s) lies in the interval between two poles which includes a single zero of V K (1, 1; s)/V(s), and thus must be located on the critical line.
Remark:
We have thus shown for all arrangements of zeros of K(0, 0; s), K λ (0, 0; s), T + (s) and T − (s) which to our knowledge are possible that the zeros of S 0 (s) in an arbitrary island lie on the critical line. of the cavity boundary and of the two source points. We note that the cavity is symmetrical under reflection in the critical line, and therefore the potential theory problem can be broken up into two single-source parts: that in σ ≥ 1/2 and σ ≤ 1/2. These single-source problems then correspond to the discussion of Theorem VII 20 , and thus there are no points at which the potential gradient of the analytic potential vanishes on the cavity boundary, except the two points where it has a corner, i.e. the points where the inner island boundary in σ = 1/2 cuts the critical line.
